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introduction
Presentation graphics begin and end on the drawing board
but their implications in Landscape Architecture are far
reaching.

They mark the pivotal point from where design on the

drawing board ends and design on the ground begins.

They are

also the point where a design becomes public and therefore the
communication skills used are extremely important.
This document is about modern graphics and their implications for Landscape Architecture, however it would be naive
to suggest that this document is fully comprehensive for modern
presentation styles and techniques are extremely varied.

The

major emphasis, therefore, is on three main themes, recent
techniques which have some relevance for the profession, the
technical options available in differing situations and what
the underlying premises are when choosing either one technique
or another.
To understand the presentation styles that are available
today it is essential to grasp what the influence of earlier
styles has been on modern graphics.

Graphic design has largely

developed over the same period of time as the profession of
Landscape Architecture nevertheless their two histories remain
relatively uneffected by each other.

So by studying the history

of modern graphic design it is possible to see what Landscape
Architecture has learned, in terms of presentation graphics,
and what it has apparently overlooked.

7

section one

a history of modern graphic
design
Modern graphic design began to emerge, as a profession, in
the late nineteenth century.

Several inventions served to

initiate the rise of the contemporary graphic arts. The invention
of the printing press was one, but more particularly it was the
discovery of lithography 1 in 1798.

Lithography offered the

opportunity to mass produce high quality graphics but it took
some time before its real capabilities were realised.
For much of the nineteenth century there were no set rules
for typesetting or composition so much of the work, although
quaint by today's standards, is relatively illegible.
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In the late 1880's many talented designers gained prommence.
Toulouse Lautrec made a significant contribution to the development of the poster.

His works are extremely clever creations

using simple line, large areas of colour and demonstrate a close
relationship between image and text.
During this period the first full-time graphic designer
Aubery Beardsley initiated changes in book design and illustration concentrating on the minimal use of graphic resources to
produce the maximum effect.

BABA

lautrec/ poster
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beardsley/ bookcover

A third figure, William Morris, reacted against modern
mechanisation returning to a craft based design.

His contri-

bution was not so much as an artist but he was influential in
raising the standards of presentation graphics.

nne begynneth the bolu in ritu led €rac1£s, and
.11soof Godefr£~of Bolo~ne, thewhiche epdt- ~~~l"
eth of the conqueet of the hol~ londe oflheruealem, conte~n~ng diueree warree and noble ~~~
~.."'UI f,l~tes of Hrmee made in the eame ro~amme, IE
and in the contrees adiacent, and aleo man~
-~
~~.. merua~l1ous werhee happed and fatten, as wel ~~~~;~
on thie e~de, ae in tho part)1cs this t"9 me dU-lt
ryng, and how the val~ant due Godefre~ of
Boloyne conquerd with the ewerd the ea~d
ro~ammt, and wae f\)111ge thert.
~~ 1:he firet chapitre trcateth how €radee conquerd peree&.elewe Coedroe, & Drought in to F)tI!&~~~~~
Ihttuealm1 the v~ croeee, capitulo primo i?
rm~~~~~J1€ Runcyent h~storyee ea~t that €radee wae a good
cryeten man, and gouemour
of themp~re 'of Rome, but r.8::~...."~'1'!'Ir.t
in hie t)1me ]\'Iachomet had
ben, whiche wae meseager
of the deuil, and made the
peple to '\111deretonde that
he was a prophete eente from OUT torde. In the
"".-....... - tyme of €rades was the fal9 law~ of Macho- ~~~~~~
met aowrn and spr'ld abrode in man~ pa~ee ttl
of thoryent, &. namel~ in Hrab~e, in so moche
I~~';;"" thatthe pryncee of the londes)'(twold notgvue
fat th to h18 eecte that he pre chid and taught, .~~~~'l;t~
whiche 19 cursed and eu~l, but he conetra~ned ~~~a~~~~1
.""'-.....~I tbem b~ force and b~ ewerd to, and aUe their
~1'ii'~ eubget8 to obe~e to hi9 commandemens, and

morris/
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Their combined influences were apparent over the next
twenty years but grew less with the decline of Art Nouveau, a
movement to which they all adhered.

The rise of contemporary graphic design runs in parallel
with the development of photography which grew in importance
after the 1880 ' s when Kodak began the mass production of rolls
of film.

The photograph made its first impact on presentation

graphics through the work of Edward Mulbridge and his book
Animal Locomotion.

His influence was primarily on the later

movement Futurism which borrowed his idea of sequential imagery.

mulbridge/ photo
Graphic design took on a new impetus at the turn of the
century as the modern movements in art generated a great variety
of new ideas.

The end of Art Nouveau saw the rise of Cubism and

its geometric formalism, yet it was from Futurism that many of
the most radical and dynamic images came in typography and
design.

The manipulation of words and letters as images unto

themselves as well as dynamic page layouts characterise this
period.
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In paralle 1 wi th Futurist ideas, Dada or Anti-Art· developed.
Its philosophy was:
'that the logical nonsense of man was to be replaced by
illogical no-sense '. 2
Despite this, a certain formalism developed in typographical works which showed both control and order.
pictorial with extensive use of collage.

The style was

These works used a

combination of elements from obscure sources that evoked new
images through association.
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1hausmann/ poster

Dada and Futurism heralded a new age of experimentation
one in which photographers played a major part.

Photographers

such as Man Ray and designers like Moholy-Nagy and EI Lissitsky
developed many aspects of photography.

Solarisation, photo-

collage and photo-montage were all begun in this period between
1915 and 1925.
This same period also saw the consolidation of the new
formalism in the styles De Styl and Constructivism.

De Styl was

a movement against subjectivism, championing composition, the
right angle and the sparing use of colour.

Its grid type lay-

out was to become a universal image that graphic design had come
of age.

-a1.. 1:' 5T!!I!':

huszar / cover
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Constructivism, although aestheticly in the same ve

was

more dynamic and relished the use of diagonals and curvilinear
forms borrowing much from the experiments of Dada. Constructiv

m, as such, replaced style by technique.

lissitzky/ poster
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A

As if in contrast to the new movement in Art in the
twenties, Surrealism, graphic design was fostered by a new
school, the Bauhaus under the standard of functionalism.

The

Bauhaus proved to be a place of dynamic energy but more
importantly it was instrumental in consolidating all previous
design ideas and making them coherent.
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As a school of design the Bauhaus attracted some of the
more creative minds of the twentjeth century.

It was therefore

inevitable that a style of graphic design emerged that was both
slick and imaginative.

The ideas initiated were based on

functional and constructivist ideaologies.

That is, the use of

the square, triangle and circle in their purest forms, type
composition without capitals and contrast by tone with the
minimal use of colour.

This produced a style which was stark

but dynamic.
By the 1930's the Swiss had borrowed many of these techniques and under the guidance of Jan Tschichold developed a
sucsinct style of their own on which much of the modern graphic
design is based.

·IINDAUERS
I

1
tschichold /poster
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molnar / book jacket

9.september -7. oktober 1945

brookeman/ poster

bill / post,er

Of the more recent Swiss designers, Max Bill and Joseph
Muller-Brookeman best illustrate the evolution of these ideas.
From their work the rise of photography as a design tool is
also apparent.

21

Photography in the forty years from the·turn of the century
had undergone a metamorphosis from being a curiosity in publication to being the most powerful way of conveying a message.
This was mostly due tc its rise into the realm of high art and
its easy reproduction through new printing processes.
Wir besitzen diese Erlahrung und sind sorgf~ltjges Arbeiten
gewohnt: Wetter Be Co., Cllch~·Anstalt, ZUrich 6. Tel.61.737
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In the early 1960's Mulle

of standardisation which was to

ookemannintroduced the idea
ther transform design.

Standardisation is the use of one image throughout a
packaging, posters, bus
a

ss cards or letterheads.

cc~pany

in

The idea of

recurring symbol or compositional elements very much suited

the high profile marketing of the day but equally it streamlined the publication of any printed matter.

rudin / label/glass

A
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As standardisation developed, so too did the idea of type
and image as one entity.

That is, the use of lettering as part

of the imagery or vice versa.

The simplicity of this idea

belies the complexity of coming up with the final product.
Although today the international style remains the dominant
driving force in graphics in most recent years a new style has
appeared.

This new style is just as sophisticated as the old

and technically just as hard to accomplish but it is basically
eclectic drawing on past techniques in new combinations.

The

development of this style marks the stage to which modern graphic
design has developed thus far.

brookeman/ poster
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joh nsl title
I

So in summary, modern graphic design began wit.h artists and
its development paralleled art for some thirty years.

Then in

the Bauhaus graphic design was consolidated and begun to be seen
as an art unto itself.

From this

poi~t

it expa.nded to become a

truely international style with graphic artists world wide
following the German and then Swiss lead. This style, born in the
twenties, has persisted in a modified form until today.

In

essence it is characterised by simple uncomplicated imagery and
precise hard edge technique.

These principles still remain the

main foundation on which graphic designers base t.heir work.

2S

i
I

section t

0

graphic techniques
Even though presentation graphics were given stylistic form
at the Bauhaus technical innovation has occurred throughout the
whole of this century.

Of these innovations many have applic-

ations to Landscape Architecture.

Those that follow have been

chosen beca&se they have some relevance to the profession,
however before giving any examples it is important to define how
these techniques can be assessed for their effectiveness and why
one method should be used in preference to another.
Presentation graphics are about effective communication and
who the audience or client is will determine the appropriate
graphic technique, its degree of sophistication and whether it
is simple or complex in either a technical or intellectual way.
The client too will determine the expense involved.

All these

factors are client or situation specific and will vary in every
case.

This in turn puts the onus on the designer to assess the

relevance of the technique to the situation but a technique must
also function unto itself.

That is, it must be clearly under-

stood, be legible and must catch the eye to be successful. Also
the message cannot

be in conflict with the technique; for

example, a slick high tech design should be presented as such.
Many techniques also vary in the amount of information they
convey, be it pictorial or written, so this too is a factor in
any assessment.

Finally, the cost and skill required to present

a graphic technique will limit successively its use and its
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appearance.

The followiLg techniques therefore have been

assessed under the five factors described above and listed bow:
Legibility
Visual Impact
Means and message compatability
Amount of inforrr.ation conveyed
Technical constraints - Skills, Cost
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layout
Layout is probably the most important element in the process
of graphic presentation.

It is through the systematic ordering

of pages or graphics that a basic concept is conveyed to the
audience.

Essentially layout is simple composition, however

unlike landscape design, graphic layouts rely on simple rules of
geometry and alignment.
The accepted format is simple horizontal and vertical
alignment in which text and illustrations are keyed into one
another. However, behind the page layout there must be an overall concept which is carried throughout a whole document or set
of drawings.

Page composition and lettering size to some extent

should be standardised.

All this combines to present a unified

image that instills confidence in the reader.

Initially layout

must have a geometric basis yet asymmetrics and juxtaposition
can add interest to a format by enlivening the surface and drawing the eye in different directions.

Therefore layout remains a

framework not a direct structure to be stringently adhered to.
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grid
The traditional layout method is the alignment of horizontal
and vertical elements commonly referred to as the grid.

As a

technique it relates directly to the page and makes no pretense
about its simplicity.

Stylisticly it is derived from the works

of the De Style
In laying out a page in this method alignment is of prime
importance, columns of text and often illustrations can be all
of the same width.

Sensitivity is also important;

any layout

will look weak without an appropriate amount of space around it.
The more generous the space left the slicker the image looks.
The grid today is'extensively used as an integral part of
the design.
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Through the use of this technique it is possible to

give additional strengtp. to til'e overall design, however it must
t

tf,

not dominate the page 9ut rather present a back drop as it can
affect legibility.
In assessing t'he' grid layout format it is apparent that as
a system for ordering pages it is very successful in giving
overall legibility and some degree of visual impact.

The

grid~

vertical and horizontal orientation also gives it a formalised
look and it is therefore compatable with a presentation requiling
this.

This orientation also means the pages can be used

economically and thereby a large amount of information can be
conveyed.

Technically the grid layout is very simple to apply

and presents no major problems in terms of execution or cost.
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,diagonal
Diagonal layouts are often difficult to accomplish.

The

same rules as grid layout apply, except that balancing the text
and images with the space around the outside can be quite complex.
As a rule the more extreme the tilt the more difficult the image
is to harmonise with the page.

Equally the more extreme the

tilt the more effective the finished product is.

Corner to

corner diagonals do not work well as the page division must be
more subtle if the image and also the page are to retain any
integrity.
In assessing diagonals it is apparent that this layout can
affect ,legibility especially if a large amount of material is
contained in the graphic as the diagonal may make it more
difficult for the reader to follow.

On the other hand, visual

impact is often increased by the use of diagonals but, in terms
of skill, they are often hard to accomplish.

Despite this they

offer an opportunity for greater diversity and impact.
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colour
In graphic presentation, colour is a very important
consideration.

As with all graphics the principle of using the

minimum of means to achieve the maximum effect apply.
Colour can be decorative or functional but each colour is
loaded with meantng evoking certain associations for every
individual.
~uccess

Therefore there are no precise equations for

with colour and presentation.

Colour in layout has

three important functions, to achieve stronger impact; to
improve legibility and to give added meaning.

The choice of

hue, tone and intensity is still largely dependent on the
situation.
The work of Swiss and German designers gives some hint of
possible options.

They used colour either as a ground or as a

highlight in a composition.
In appraising colour's usefulness in layout it would seem
the major constraint tends to be cost as most reproduction
techniques are extremely expensive.

The only other restriction

is in the preparation of a graphic for some processes often
require separation of colour in an artwork, which means the
preparation of several differing originals.

On the other hand,

if well used, colour can increase legibility,· visual impact and
the amount of information conveyed particularly through the,
immediacy it gives a graphic.
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typography
Typography, or layout of type faces, is often seen as a
secondary issue in

~resentation.

Today although there are

thousands of type faces available to the designer each of which
has an appropriate use, some faces have more common usage
because they are straightforward and bold particularly san serli
(non-serif) faces.
The following section is primarily concerned with the use
of type as an image.

This side of lettering is often over-

looked but through manipulation it is possible to create severlli
meanings.
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word manipulation
Words do not simply have to have a literal meaning.

In

order to create a sense of meaning it is possible to manipulate
both words as a whole and the individual letters.

As a present-

ation technique this offers the opportunity to enliven a page
with very little effort.

In this particular case it is import-

ant to realise the fullest meaning of a word to be able to manipulate it and yet retain its literal legibility.
The first example shown demonstrates the manipulation of
individual letters to create one image.
requiring letters that suit the image.

This is often difficult
Manipulations can also

be achieved very simply using one typeface, as in the first line
of the second example.

The following lines retain their integ-

rity by the use of one type face as a constant to give the whole
image some cohesion.
Both examples are relatively simple ideas and can only
really be used for titling.

In appraising them, both are a

trade off between legibility and visual impact.

Also they both

rely on the technical dexterity of the person producing them to
impart any genuine effectiveness.
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word image
The rise of computers has lead to the use of letters and
numbers as a medium for illustration.

The effect is much the

same as a large scale photograph and the applications for this
technique are mostly photographic.

Essentially it is a very

simple delienation of areas of black and white with very little
half tone.

In terms of presentation, its machine like appear-

ance often leaves the viewer with a rather alienated impression.
In the example shown this method is used fundamentally as a
drawing style in which the lettering is not necessarily mportant
nevertheless it is possible to produce an image with a readable
text.
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shared letter
The use of a common letter, especially with a diagonal
format can help restore the integrity of the page by creating a
right angle.

Although a relatively simple idea, its use in a

large title can offset the otherwise bland format.
Word overlaying is also a relatively simple idea.

Any type

face is made up of common forms by overlapping words it is
possible to reinforce the lettering and draw attention to it. It
also makes it possible to fit large scale type faces in a
confined space.

Variations to this exist, type offsetting or

even shadow faces but these are limited in their directness.
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Both examples are relatively straight-forward and can only
really be used for titling.

However the second example is

difficult to accomplish and requires either scale or colour to
differentiate between words and retain legibility,
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•
dravvn Image
The drawn image is the essence of
be used in final
attraction

graphics.

Although it may not

sentation it is the designerfs first tool.

The

drawing is that it relates to the viewer on a

human level leaving an impression of man-made rather than
machine-made.

Drawing in this way has limitless potential but

the key to its success lies
out a graphic.

As a structured

using a style uniformally throughocess drawing relies on the

clarity of thought in the mind of the artist as well as technical ability.
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sequence
The use of staged imagery offers the chance to visualise
things over a period of time or even guide the viewer around a
site.

The sequential graphic can introduce new elements frame

by frame thereby enlarging the viewer's experience of an idea.
Within this same context it is possible to instruct on IIhow to
do" or simulate movement through space.
The success of the sequential graphic can vary considerably
depending on tbe drawing technique used consequently the assessment of this cechnique, in terms of visual impact and
is dependent on the clarity of this drawing style.

legibilit~

This

technique offers the opportunity to communicate a great deal of
information about a site particularly over a period of time yet
the single viewpoint aspect can limit what the viewer ultimately
sees.

In terms of technical constraints this method requires

competence at visualising a proposal to a high degree of detail.
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frontage
Frontage is the technique of applying texture to a surface
by overlaying it on an appropriate backing then rubbing with a
pencil or pen.

It is most often used alone as the combination

of this effect with other drawing styles can result in a visually
confused graphic.
In assessing the use of frontage it is apparent that its
primary function is surface defferediation and therefore if
applied successfully it improves legibility and visual impact,
As a technique it can also increase the amount of information
conveyed by giving some idea of surface detail however the broad
nature of this technique is such that detail is vague rather
than precise.

Technically frontage is quite easily accomplished,

the main constraint in this case is finding the appropriate
under surface.

This technique is particularly compatable with

the presentation of landscape proposals because it gives a
particular three-dimensional quality which is often difficult to
convey on a two dimensional drawing surface.
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multi - image
The basic i

a of multi-image is the combination of

views of one object within one frame of reference.

multip~

Commonly

this technique is used in association with a plan to build up a
complete picture of the features in three dimensions.
Within the same format it is possible to incorporate two
ideas.

For example in a grid compos

ion some squares can

contain fragments of one image and other squares fragments of
the other image.

This can be quite persuasive as it leaves some

of each image up to the viewer's imagination.
~his

its

method is also dependent on the drawing style used for

ual impact and legibility.

s basic format makes it

compatable to most graphic styles hence it can communicate a
ge amount of information
skills required for accomplish

necessary.

the image are largely or

ational; that is choosing the view po
which give the best impression to the

S2

Technically, the

ts or as
ewer.

is-

cts of a site
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black and white
In ordinary drawing it is common to use the ground as the
dominant feature.

In this manner the technical skill of the

drawer is immediately apparent.

If however the drawn or black

area is equal or greater than the ground a certain strength and
impact are created, this particular technique is important in
all styles of drawing as it is only the most talented of
designers who can convey an idea in simple line.
The use of increased areas of black makes a drawing easier
to read therefore increasing legibility and impact but limiting
the amount of information conveyed.

Technically this method is

relatively easy to accomplish but the black areas often require
directional shading in order to produce any feeling of form.

S4
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photography
Photography has been extensively used as a tool in graphic
design and its use has been in line with the four major trends
in recent photography.

They are documentary, equivalent,

straight and formalistic photography.

The first three are

concerned with honest, truthful representation, each with a
differing philosophical view point.

Formalistic photography is

concerned with manipulation of the medium.

In many ways the

latter offers the greatest opportunities to the Landscape
Architect because of our concern with change and the visualisation of it.

Photography, though, is a process and it is a

common preconception that good photographs are taken not made.
Unfortunately this is not true as photography is a manipulative
medium in which the final image is equally influenced by each
stage of the process.
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object photography
Object or straight photography is using the ability of the
camera to record exact images with rich texture and great detail.
This

require~

previsualising the finished image.

Although this

is not strictly a technique, more a way of seeing, this method
is most appropriate to landscape.

The basic idea of capturing

an image that is self explanatory is akin to the idea that landscapes are the products of a process which is apparent when they
are studied.

The concept therefore is that the essential nature

of an object is seen if rine studies it intently.
Assessing this technique is difficult because the subject
of the photograph is the key to its success.

Nevertheless the

composition, lighting and view-point will all affect the photograph's impact, legibility and detail.

Photography is an art

unto itself so the technical options available to the photographer are varied.

There are few constraints on what can be

accomplished with a wide range of good equipment yet in the end
object photography remains a subject orientated technique.
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photo collage
Photo collage is basically the combination of two or more
photographs placed together to create a new picture.

The more

complex the picture the harder it is to achieve any degree of
realism.

The most important factor is that the two pictures have

the same perspective and lighting.

The major drawback is that

complex edges are hard to cut without creating a false realism.
This technique can have incredibly strong visual impact
because it is possible to use photographs of the site.

The

photographic medium also tends, by nature, to explain and convey
a large amount of information and detail.

Technically

collage

is relatively easy but only if the images used are compatable to
each other.
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total Image
Since the thirties there has
age.

en the idea of a total pack-

The presentation of not only a consistent graphic style in

a document but also formative rules on layout, typography and
imagery.

Although presentation can have

I the appropriate

elements the way it is put together still largely relies on an
intuitive aesthetic.

The key to creating that final image is

conceptualising it from the start.
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image and texf
Establishing an overall identity is the prime concern when
integrating image and type.

With the variety of styles avaUable

today it is possible to accomplish this in many ways.

The

basic rules that apply are creating unity through contrast or
harmony by order.

That is, an image which is predominantly

organic can be complimented with organic lettering or contrasted
with straightlined type.
The integration of image and type is dependent on the overall presentation concept for choice and style of graphic nevertheless the legibility and visual impact of both type and image
will be affected by their inter-relationship,

That is to say

that the lettering can be part of the image but the integrity of
the whole image will be apparent only if they share some common
stylistic

attributes~

This method is more a concept of harmony or contrast than
an outright technique.

So there are no specific technical con-

straints just conceptual relationships which must be resolved.
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standardisation
Standardisation is the underlying idea which holds a whole
package together.

The standardisation of page size, type faces

and sizes and the use of similar graphic imagery all contribute.
To a certain extent this is part and parcel of layout but it
also relates specificly to the kind of impression the designer
wishes to present.

Standardisation is merely simplifying a

presentation format to the point where one obvious thread runs
throughout a piece of work.

Consequently it is not a graphic

technique, as such, but a process which can only be assessed in
light of a finished document.
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summary
The techniques demonstrated in this section are both
specific and conceptual in content and it is at these two levels
that presentation graphics work both in planning and detail
design.

There are, of course, many other technical options

available however the ones illustrated were chosen because they
offer opportunities and imaginative alternatives to what Landscape Architects have outwardly been using as presentation
techniques to date.
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section three

lessons for landscape
graphics
As stated before, the profession of Landscape Architecture
has developed over a similar period to that of graphic design
yet the interchange of ideas has been limited.

Despite this,

Landscape Architecture has used many of the techniques of
presentation which originate in graphic design.

The main

difference has been a matter of degree, in that some established
presentation methods have tended to dominate.
The technical methods of presentation in Landscape Architecture which dominated at the turn of the century, the plan,
proposal sketch and aerial perspective, are still the major
methods used today.

In the intervening period, as demonstrated

in the first section, both techniques and styles of presentation
advanced considerably ..
Landscape Architecture has however taken on some new techniques including diagramatic graphics, photography, overlays and
more recently, computer techniques, but despite this graphic
presentation methods remain, to some extent, based on the functional style.

Although landscape graphics have advanced they

often lack the enthusiasm and fun which is exemplified by such
graphic movements as Futurism and Dada.

What the profession has

to some extent ignored is the dynamic ways of conveying a
message, not so much in terms of style but more in terms of
creative techniques.

The examples in the previous section
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emphasize this and also that techniques, no matter from what
style or movement they come, are ideas which can be applied
across the stylistic spectrum.

So even though Landscape

Architecture has ignored some stylistic changes in presentation
this is not really important what has been missed is the technical innovation and creative ideas.

approach
Although the stylistic changes in presentation methods are
not as important as the technical innovation they do affect the
eventual outcome as well.

So although landscape graphics have

tended to follow the functional approach there are other stylistic options available.

At the other extreme from the functwrull

approach is the pictorial style, with its basis in the arts and
crafts movement, it has a lot to offer the Landscape Architect.
This rough edged, art orientated style, above all, offers the
opportunity to pervay some sense of character or place.

These

two approaches are diametrically opposed therefore the best
approach is really somewhere in between using the structure of
one and flare of the other.

And because landscape is such a

diverse subject stylistic and technical diversity remains the
only solution.
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issues __--------------------------------This in turn introduces one of the issues which has arisen
in compiling this document, that of site specific graphics.

To

suggest that because a site is like no other therefore the
graphic should be individual as well is a little simplistic.
Nevertheless each site does have a different content whether it
is urban.rural or even wilderness and in instituting a standard
presentation method for all it is possible to lose sight of the
individual character.

In each case the imagery will differ and

so too will the relationship between the parts.

Therefore the

technique which best illustrates this relationship should infact
be the best means of presentation.

As suggested before, the

style in which a Landscape Architect in fact presents does not
necessarily have to change but the technique can.

So site

specific graphics are possible if the Landscape Architect is
competent enough to accomplish a wide range of images with a
range of techniques.

This is to some extent merely awareness of

the possible techniques and the opportunities the site offers.
Several other issues have arisen from the complication of
this document they include the idea of using less to convey
more.

The idea is that rather than spelling things out by using

less information it is possible to stir the imagination and
create a stronger impression of a concept.

It is an idea that

the landscape profession already makes use of in designing, by
first simplifying ideas then modeling them.

However the

intention in presentation graphics is to present the essential
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idea and not the details.

As landscape proposals are based on

site logics the concept of presenting the essential nature of a
site is fundamental to any presentation.

The only disadvantage

with this idea, of simplicity, is that the detail can often be
as important to the overall design as the concept is.

Also it

is relatively simple to eliminate unnecessary detail in a
presentation but to strip a site proposal to the bare bones is
not as elementary.
This introduces an essential difference between landscape
design and graphic design, that of the two dimensional presentation format versus the three dimensional environment.
difference is as simple as that of shape and form.

This

Graphic

design being based on geometric relationships therefore remains
apart from landscape design because most landscapes have no
schematic basis.

It is because of this that graphic design

ideas cannot be directly used in a landscape design situation.
That is, graphic techniques do not generate landscape solutions
however the basic concepts of composition, light and shade and
spatical inter-relationships can be applied in three dimensions
although it is more difficult.
In presentation graphics competence or skill can also be a
problem.

In spite of this the presentation of an idea graphic-

ally can be accomplished competently when the appropriate
approach is chosen.

The technical skill of a landscape architect

has some basis in how well the idea has been worked out and how
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the idea relates to the method used.

So the technical abilities

of the designer in presentation need not be apparent if the idea
is strong and the approach compatable with the graphic. Any graphic
will communicate a message if it involves the viewer and this
does not necessarily stem from technical competence but more
from the character the graphic exudes.

conclusion
The opportunities available to the landscape architect within the realm of presentation graphics are limitless and the only
constraints are the ones that each person chooses for themselves.
Graphic history gives an indication of the possible structures
available and some creative ideas but the energy in presentation
comes from the interaction between the designer and the site. It
is relatively easy to present ideas in the same way every time
but the creative energy that went into a design can be lost in a
presentation formula.

Presentation is a very creative part of

the design process and although the preparation of a good graphic
is quite different from the preparation of a good landscape
design, if the latter is going to come to fruition the presentation graphics must convey the creative impetus of the total
design process.
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REFERENCE

1.

Lithography
The technique was invented in 1798 by Alios Senefelder and
is based on the fact that water runs off a greasy surface.
The design is drawn on stone with greasy chalk and then the
stone is wetted.

When the greasy ink is rolled on the

stone it will not take on the wet parts but it sticks to
the parts which are already greasy, off which the water ran.
The inked stone is then printed and there is almost no limit
to the number of prints it is possible to take.

Many

colours are also possible.

2.

Quote
Murray P.& L.

A Dictionary of Art and Artists
Penguin, London, 1971
Dada, Page 107.
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